The Future of Claims
Digital. Touchless. Seamless.

Claims management in 2020
Isn’t keeping pace with technology…

While 30% of millennials
and Gen Xers prefer
self-service options

Only 11% of claimants
report a First Notice of
Loss (FNOL) via digital
channels

There is a 29-point
dip in overall
customer satisfaction
for insurers sending
in an adjuster

Very few carriers
are able to deliver
fully touchless claim
handling

…even as carriers are processing more claims and
spending more to investigate and adjust losses

Number of claims in the areas of
business interruption, liability,
property, life and health are rising
due to new high-impact emerging
risks

Loss Adjustment Expense is
increasing

The customer journey in claims
The customer journey across the claims value chain is not simply
transactional. It can be frustrating, confusing and painful
Is the other driver ok?
How much will this cost
me?

Am I getting enough
coverage? Is my
premium too high?

Does my deductible
apply? Maybe I shouldn’t
have ﬁled a claim?

How am I going to
aﬀord this? When
will I get my money
back?

Is my premium going
to go up?

Carriers applying automation in claims indicate: • Faster cycle times

• Reduction in touchpoints
• Higher customer satisfaction
To meet customer needs in claims, insurers must become more flexible and agile

How will claims management evolve
over the next 10 years?
Insurers will

Change in Claims Touch-points

Empower policyholders with
self-service, touchless claim
notification and seamless service
based on their preferences

Traditional
30% - 40%

Traditional
80%

Low Touch
40% - 50%

Low Touch
20%

No Touch
15% - 20%

No Touch
0%

Develop Partner and Preventer
roles in addition to Payer,
enabling customers to
understand their risks better, as
well as foresee and mitigate them

Current State

10%

Shift focus from claims processing
to customer satisfaction

Year - 2030

20%

20%

Current
State

Year 40%
2030

70%

40%

Engaging Customers

Claims Processing

Loss Prevention

Claimants will experience simple, intuitive
and quick claims intake and resolution
Sensors track
Karl’s driving
behavior

Karl has an autonomous
car with Advanced
Driving Safety System

Karl

Attorney
Year: 2030

First respondent
rushes to Karl’s
location after
automated alert

Karl is able to access
his claim on his mobile,
Alexa and other
connected devices

Accident

Karl converses with
his dashboard for
information and
weather/route alerts

A truck cuts across and
rams into his car
extensively damaging
the bumper

The car detects the crash,
alerts emergency services
and submits the first notice
of loss to the insurer

Adjudication
and Settlement

1 Day

Onboard vehicle
diagnostics and 360 cam
provide full incident
report and estimate

Karl’s claim is
analyzed for
fraud and
adjudicated by AI

Karl’s bumper is
replaced and there
is immediate
payment

$

Karl is notified about
the simple & intuitive
claim settlement

Claims Management in 2030
Advanced technology will spur carrier maturity
across claims intake and processing

Prevention

FNOL

• ADAs and more safety
tech in cars
• IoT sensors that monitor property conditions
• Wearables to keep
check of vitals
• Advanced cat models
for loss prediction
• Workers’ safety tech

• Omnichannel intake
• Sensor-triggered auto
and home claims
• Maximum Data Prefill
• Open Insurance models
enable trusted
collaboration

Reserving

• Sophisticated
reserving models with
predictive analytics
• Real-time reserving
• Deep learning with
external data for
accuracy
• Cognitive IPA

Adjudication/
Settlement

• Drones and imagery
for remote assessment
• AR/AI-based loss
estimation
• Advanced Fraud
models (In-stream)
• End-to-End STP for
simple and medium
non-injury claims

Supply Chain

• Automated and
self-service provider
engagement
• Seamless digital
invoicing and payments

Customer
Engagement

• Conversational AI for
service
• Zero touchpoints for
many types of claims
• Digital intake and STP
• AI & IOT-guided return
to work practices

What will the claims workforce look like?
Claim complexity

Low

Medium

Digital
Claim Expert

Augmented
Claim Expert

• Virtual
• Quick resolution
• Omnichannel

• Human
• Supported by Tech
Booster Kit with AR,
AI & RPA

High

Human
Claim Expert
• Human
• Handles distressing
claims requiring
emotional connect

Insurers will need to make organizational and cultural
changes empowered by data and technology in order
to enable this operating model

To learn more about the future of claims, email us at
insurance@capgemini.com

